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SGOC: Multiple Arrests, Financial Fraud and Money Laundering
Introduction
In December 2020, three of SGOC’s key people and largest shareholders were arrested by the
Hong Kong Police and were named as the “masterminds” in a HK$475 million (approximately
US$61 million) international fund fraud scheme involving SGOC.1 They have been charged by
the HK Police with conspiracy to defraud and money laundering, along with 21 other suspects.2
According to the HK Police, reporters at Hong Kong Commercial Daily and the China Business
Network, SGOC was being used as a conduit to drain the assets from the HKIF Fund, which is
reportedly controlled by two of SGOC’s largest shareholders (arrested).3 What appeared at first
to be constant M&A activity disclosed in SGOC’s SEC filings turned out to be a method for
draining the assets of the HKIF Fund sold under AXA Insurance’s name to give it credibility.
According to the Sing Pao Daily News, 11 insurance agents from AXA were also arrested for
accepting bribes from these now arrested SGOC main shareholders for including the fraudulent
HKIF Fund in AXA’s offering. According to the HK Police, the premiums these investors paid
actually went directly into the bank and securities accounts of the arrested “masterminds” (i.e.,
the SGOC main shareholders) and other “fraud group” members, or the accounts of entities
controlled by these “masterminds” and “fraud group” members.4
Based on the statements made by the HK Police, as well as SGOC’s own statements in its SEC
filings, these guys appear to have been defrauding both the investors in the HKIF Fund and the
shareholders of SGOC at the same time.
Second, although we spent numerous hours analyzing and reviewing SGOC’s financials, its
revenues are negligible and the corresponding expenses simply do not add up to us. One of the
most challenging parts of writing this report was trying to figure out what the bull case is for this
company. We have been unable to find a reasonable fundamental long thesis for this stock:
a. When we discovered that the assets from the HKIF Fund had been transferred to SGOC
we thought that maybe those assets could generate some material revenue or profits for
the company. Nope. According to SGOC’s 2020 20-F, it recorded only ~$4.3 million
in revenue, had a -24.8% gross margin and a net loss of ~$67.9 million in 2020.5
http://www.cb.com.cn/index/show/zj/cv/cv13456531263/p/2.html
http://www.singpao.com.hk/index.php?fi=news1&id=115891
3
http://www.singpao.com.hk/index.php?fi=news1&id=115891; https://finance.ifeng.com/c/7opeaDWqnKJ;
https://www.hkcd.com/content/2020-12/09/content_1234770.html;
http://www.cb.com.cn/index/show/zj/cv/cv13456531263/p/2.html
4
https://www.hkcd.com/content/2020-12/09/content_1234770.html
5
SGOC 2020 20-F, p. F-7: “SGOCO Group, Ltd. and Subsidiaries Consolidated Statements of Comprehensive
Loss”
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b. We checked the balance sheet to see if the assets that had been allegedly stolen from the
HKIF had increased SGOC’s book value substantially. Another miss there – SGOC only
had only ~$3 million in cash at the end of 2020 and its total assets had decreased by
more than 35% from the prior year to only $90.13 million, while its total liabilities
were effectively unchanged.
c. We also found that SGOC had recently dismissed Centurion ZD (“CZD”) as its auditor
for 2020 – apparently the auditor that is willing to work with the likes of MOXC, YRIV,
CBAT, WINS and LKNCY (Luckin Coffee post collapse) wasn’t flexible enough for
SGOC.6 SGOC narrowly avoided being delisted by filing its 20-F on July 7, 2020 (~3
months late).7 Maybe that’s the bull case? If so… best of luck to you.
Third, we researched the possibility that large scale fund fraud could be SGOC’s only real
business:
a. Many of SGOC’s subsidiaries, per its 2020 20-F, are incorporated in known offshore tax
havens (BVI, Cayman, Marshall Islands, Seychelles).8 According to China Business
Network, many of these entities were used to transfer assets from the HKIF to SGOC.
For example, SGOC’s acquisition of “Paris Sky Limited” (a Seychelles corporation) via
its wholly owned subsidiary Giant Connection Limited (also a Seychelles Corporation)
transferred the First Asia Tower from The HKIF to SGOC.9 Further, Asia One, which
was reportedly controlled by the Sun brothers10 before it was acquired by SGOC in the
“Vision Lane Limited” (a BVI Corporation) deal, promoted and marketed the allegedly
fraudulent HKIF fund (according AXA’s official statement in 2019).11 Meanwhile,
according to Inspector Fang Hanhao of the Commercial Crime Bureau of the HK Police,
the fund premiums were actually transferred to bank and securities accounts controlled by
the “fraud group.”12
b. Certain SGOC’s US and PRC subsidiaries appear to be dormant shell companies:
(i) SGOC’s USA entity (SGO Corporation) doesn’t appear to have material
operations. According to filings with the California Secretary of State, it sells
computer monitors and “equipments” out of a residential address in Tracy, CA.

https://pcaobus.org/resources/auditorsearch/firms/?firmid=2769
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1412095/000110465921091708/tm2122078d1_6k.htm
8
SGOC 2020 20-F, p. 35: “Organizational Structure”
9
http://www.cb.com.cn/index/show/zj/cv/cv13456531263/p/2.html
10
http://news.stcn.com/2019/0618/15192864.shtml
11
https://www.axa.com.hk/zh/article/statement-may-2019
12
https://posts.careerengine.us/p/5fd1fe87edba2c4235183ee9
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(ii) SGOCO’s Beijing subsidiary 北京上为印象科技有限公司 (“SGOCO Beijing”)
was disclosed as operational in SGOC’s 20-F filed in 2021. However, our research
shows it was “canceled of registration” as of September 2020 by a severe Beijing
government order for failure to start or continue operation.13

c. Giant Financial Services Limited (“GFS”), a Samoan entity SGOC acquired in 2019 from
a related party,14 Victor Or, was presented as one of SGOC’s main “business lines” in its
2020 20-F.15 SGOC acquired GFS for 19.9% of SGOC’s outstanding shares, $21.79
million in cash and a promissory note, for total consideration of $64.34 million.16 While
SGOC describes GFS as “an online financial marketplace connecting financial
institutions and users worldwide via its unique mobile application which features stateof-the-art functions to boost financial accessibility to financial and insurance products
and services.”17 We could not find meaningful data either in SGOC’s SEC filings, or in
our other research regarding any noteworthy history, customers or past revenues of GFS
to justify such a significant acquisition price. Further, SGOC’s 2020 20-F shows that
GFS generated only ~$1.5 million in revenue resulting in a net loss of ~$57.9 million
in 2020.18 We believe the true purpose of this acquisition was to funnel cash out of the
publicly traded company to a related party.
All in all, what can investors realistically expect from a company controlled by alleged criminals
and involved in a confirmed, widely reported criminal fund fraud? How could SGOC truly care
about creating investor value while its major shareholders had reportedly been using SGOC for
years to defraud 260 other investors in Hong Kong and Mainland China? With the HK Police
investigation still ongoing, we think SGOC has even bigger problems ahead of it. We wouldn’t
touch this stock as an investment with a 100-foot pole.
https://www.qixin.com/risk-self/5c44b4a1-3628-4a25-a380-eb4952f13d0f?type=self
SGOC 2020 20-F, p. 56, 67: “Related Party Transactions”
15
SGOC 2020 20-F, p. 32: “Acquisition of Giant Financial Services Limited”
16
SGOC 2020 20-F, p. F-12
17
SGOC 2020 20-F, p. 39
18
SGOC 2020 20-F, p. F-46: “Note 19 – Segment Information”
13
14
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Analysis
1. Three of SGOC's Key People and Major Shareholders are Confirmed to be
Arrested by Hong Kong Police for the HKIF Fund Fraud Related to SGOC
Committed Between 2013 to 2018:
a. Alan Sun (申焯栢, or Shen Zhuobai). Let’s call him Alan. He was a 36.4% shareholder of
SGOC in 2018.19
Ricky Sun (申偉基, or Shen Weiji). Let’s call him Ricky. He is reported to be Alan
Sun’s brother, also husband of Leung Iris Chi Yu (Iris) (see below)20. Ricky was an HK
qualified attorney,21 who could very well be the “master structurer” of utilizing AXA and
SGOC in the fraudulent HKIF Fund.
Leung Iris Chi Yu (Chinese character name unknown). Let’s call her Iris. She currently
owns 22.81% of SGOC, according to SGOC’s 20-F filed in 2021; 24.1% per SGOC’s 20F filed in 2020; and 28.9% per SGOC’s 20-F filed in 2019. She also sold SGOC’s key
HK real estate, First Asia Tower (valued at $53M), to SGOC, according to SGOC’s 2020
20-F.22
Luk Lai Ching Kimmy (陸麗貞, or Lu Lizhen). Let’s call her Luk. She is the founder
and served as the sole director for 2 important entities under SGOC: (1) SGOC’s lending
license holding entity, Giant Credit Limited, and (2) First Asia Finance Limited, which
played a key role in promoting the HKIF Fund to investors, according to AXA
Insurance.23
b. These four people appear to be most important to SGOC’s operations (whatever you
believe those may be), and “facilitated” or “signed” deals involving HKIF assets and
SGOC. However, Alan, Ricky and Luk were confirmed to be arrested by the HK
Police in December 2020 for allegedly being the “masterminds” of a “fraud group”
consisting of 24 people who, according to the HK Police, conspired to defraud fund
investors and commit money laundering. As a result, it appears that the most valuable
assets on SGOC’s balance sheet were acquired illegally and are under criminal
investigation of the Hong Kong Police.
c. The HK Police allege that this “fraud group” led by Alan, Ricky and Luk bribed
insurance agents from multinational insurance firm AXA Financial in order to let them
raise capital into a Hong Kong Investment Fund (“HKIF”), which they later transferred
the management of to a Cayman entity. The HKIF was promoted, issued and managed
by related entities and significant shareholders of SGOC, involved about 260
SGOC 2018 10-K, p. 49
成報 SING PAO DAILY NEWS
21
https://finance.sina.cn/insurance/hydt/2020-12-10/detail-iiznezxs6138160.d.html
22
SGOC 2020 20-F, p. F-33
23
https://www.axa.com.hk/en/article/statement-jun-2019
19
20
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“victim” investors, who invested a total of HK$475 million (approximately $61 million)
into the (now liquidated) HKIF Fund.
d. According to the HK Police, one of the more complex parts of this fraud was the HK$200
million of real assets (properties) transferred out of the HKIF fund in exchange for
convertible notes worth only HK$13 million. As part of the arrests, HK$370 million of
real assets and HK$50 million of bank deposits were criminally frozen.24
e. The media in Hong Kong and China have followed this case closely since the HKIF fund
lost 95% of its value overnight around July 2018, costing many investors much of their
life savings. Below are links to some particularly interesting articles regarding the case:
i. 成報 SING PAO DAILY NEWS; which reports that HK police arrested 24 people
(with more arrests to come), out of which the 3 “main heads” of the “fraud group”
are Alan, Ricky and Luk, in a criminal fraud and money laundering case involving
AXA Insurance Hong Kong the HKIF Fund.
ii. Sina Finance; This article details how the fraud was committed, calling out Alan
Sun, SGOC and Iris (“Ms. Leung”) by name (in addition to identifying her as Ricky
Sun’s wife) and includes numerous screenshots from SGOC’s SEC filings. The
article further explains how SGOC’s controlling shareholders (i.e., the Sun
brothers) used SGOC as a conduit to perpetrate this alleged fraud.
iii. China Business Network; This article further details the Sun brothers’ involvement
in the alleged fraud, explains how the deals disclosed in SGOC’s 20-Fs actually
drained the fund’s assets and exposes Ms. Kwok Kai Kai Clara as a director of the
second HKIF fund manager (“Worldwide Opportunities Fund SPC”), alongside
Ricky Sun. Clara currently owns 28.7% of SGOC’s shares, through Prime Ocean
Holdings Limited, the Seychelles corporation.25 Given that the HK Police also
announced 2 directors of the fraudulent fund were arrested, we believe Clara could
have been arrested by the HK Police.

24
25

http://www.singpao.com.hk/index.php?fi=news1&id=115891
SGOC 2020 20-F, p. 66: “Share Ownership”
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2. The HKIF Fund Scheme’s Connection with SGOC
Below are the details of how the HKIF scheme originated and operated, as well as how it was
intimately interconnected with SGOC:

The HKIF Scheme Part I: Changed fund No. and issuer, with the Same Fund
Name without notice to investors
The Hong Kong Investment Fund (“HKIF”) was originally established under the Megatr8 Pere
Opportunities Fund SPC in Cayman on January 11, 2013. It was offered as one of many options
investors could choose to use as the reference instrument for an investment-linked life insurance
product sold by AXA Insurance Hong Kong.26 Between 2014 and 2016, dozens of investors
noticed that their funds’ ISIN numbers had changed.27 The original ISIN number for the fund
was KYG596411119:

While the name was still HKIF, the fund issuer had changed to “Worldwide Opportunities Fund
SPC.” According to the webpage of the Cayman Financial Authority (CIMA), Worldwide
Opportunities Fund SPC was officially established on July 21, 2015. 28
The new fund issuer’s ISIN number is KYG977791139. The average investor likely had no idea
that even though the name of the fund was the same, it was not the same HKIF fund they had
originally invested in; the terms and conditions of the fund had changed completely:29

26
27

http://www.cb.com.cn/index/show/zj/cv/cv13456531263/p/2.html

安盛香港 4 亿投连险巨亏调查：产品未在内地售卖 但九成投资人来自内地_凤凰网 (ifeng.com)

https://toutiaosg.com/
29
https://www.isin.org/isin-database/
28
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According to an article from China Business Network, the 2016 HKIF Fund PPM (Proposal
Prospectus) included a statement in its “risk factors” section which state that although the
company (Worldwide Opportunities Fund SPC) is a mutual fund regulated by the Mutual Fund
Law, the company does not need and does not intend to follow legal registration in other
jurisdictions. Therefore, the securities laws of the Cayman Islands and other jurisdictions (which
may provide investors with certain regulatory protections) generally do not apply. The 2016
HKIF Fund listed Ricky Sun and Kwok Kai Kai Clara as the fund’s directors.30
According to the same article from China Business Network, in 2017 a secret recording of a
private meeting supposedly with Alan Sun was circulated on YouTube (however, HK Police
were unable to confirm with certainty that the voice in the recording was, in fact, that of Alan
Sun). In the recording, the man suspected to be Alan Sun discussed the thought process behind
the structure of the fund:
“AXA is the world’s largest insurance company. China Eastern Finance has a
background as a central enterprise. Private equity funds that were previously less
popular can be sold in the name of AXA. Customers pay insurance premiums by swiping
their cards at AXA, but all their money is invested into his own fund, and finally into
his own pocket.”31
We want to reiterate that the HK Police were unable to officially confirm that the voice in the
recording was that of Alan Sun, so investors reading the quote above should take this into
consideration. However, we are inclined to believe that the voice in this recording was that of
either Alan Sun or someone else with inside knowledge of the HKIF fund’s scheme, given the
events that happened shortly after this recording was posted, as detailed below.

30
31

https://finance.sina.com.cn/roll/2019-08-03/doc-ihytcitm6570613.shtml
http://www.cb.com.cn/index/show/zj/cv/cv13456531263/p/2.html
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HKIF Scheme Part II: Changed fund manager, auditors and investment
directions, with the Same Fund Name without providing notice to investors
According to China Business Network, in May 2018, the fund manager for the HKIF Fund was
changed from “China Eastern Financial Hong Kong” to “China Eastern Financial Cayman.”
China Eastern Financial Cayman has no connection with the well-known and credible China
Eastern Financial Hong Kong and its parent company China Eastern Airlines, one of the largest
and most profitable airlines in China, according to an official statement issued by China
Eastern.32 In addition, the administrative managers, fund auditors and fund investment directions
of the HKIF Fund had all changed.33

HKIF Scheme Part III: Transfer of assets out of the Fund without investor
approval
According to the HK Police, the underlying assets of the fund were gradually transferred
out; according to SGOC’s SEC filings and various reporters such as China Business
Network, these assets were transferred to SGOC (i.e., the assets were transferred from the
HKIF to SGOC).
The first asset to the transferred to SGOC from the HKIF was the fund’s key asset: the Hong
Kong First Asia Tower, located at No. 8 Fui Yiu Kok Street, Tsuen Wan, New Territories, Hong
Kong:

This was accomplished by SGOC via its June 2018 acquisition of “Paris Sky Limited” which the
HKIF had apparently transferred ownership of the building to prior to the acquisition. The sole
shareholder of Paris Sky Limited was Leung Iris Chi Yu (i.e., Iris, Ricky Sun’s wife) and the
sole director was Luk Lai Ching Kimmy (“Luk” as we call her).34
http://www.cb.com.cn/index/show/zj/cv/cv13456531263/p/2.html;
http://www.cb.com.cn/index/show/zj/cv/cv13456531263/p/2.html
33
http://www.cb.com.cn/index/show/zj/cv/cv13456531263/p/2.html
34
SGOC 2020 20-F, p. F-32
32
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This means that SGOC acquired the key asset of the HKIF and issued additional shares of the
company to Ricky Sun’s wife, siphon $3.47 million out of SGOC to Iris (and, therefore, her
husband, Ricky Sun) via the promissory note, as well as transfer 49% of two previously acquired
companies to them. According to the Hong Kong Police, in July 2018, immediately after the key
HKIF Fund assets were transferred out to SGOC, the HKIF Fund dropped 93% in value
overnight.35 In February 2019, the Fund filed for liquidation.
Further, $27.61 million of the $53 million value of the building was pledged against the banking
facilities of “a company beneficially owned by [Luk].” In our opinion, this whole transaction
was a sham, defrauding both investors in the HKIF and SGOC’s.36

Third, SGOC also signed an LOI for its next acquisition, “Vision Lane Limited” on October 3,
2018, just three months after the HKIF Fund lost 93% of its value following SGOC’s Paris Sky
Acquisition. SGOC paid Kwok Man Yee Elvis (yes, that is his real name) for total consideration
of $12.74 million for Vision Lane, split between $7.46 million in cash and 4,519,347 SGOC
shares.37
How was Vision Lane related to the HKIF Fund scheme? Vision Lane is a BVI holding company
which owns 100% of First Asia Finance Limited (“First Asia”).38 First Asia reportedly controls
Asia One, the main insurance broker selling the HKIF Fund to investors as the reference fund in
AXA’s investment-linked life insurance product, according to AXA Insurance Hong Kong’s
official statement, released on May 16, 2019.39

http://www.singpao.com.hk/index.php?fi=news1&id=115891
SGOC 2020 20-F, p. F-33
37
SGOC 2020 20-F, p. F-34
38
SGOC 2020 20-F, p. F-33
39
https://www.axa.com.hk/zh/article/statement-may-2019
35
36
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Part IV: The Collapse of the HKIF Scheme
According to the Hong Kong Police, in July 2018 the HKIF Fund fell 93% overnight and
subsequently filed for liquidation in February 2019. The fund was officially liquidated in May
2019. On May 16, 2019, AXA Insurance Hong Kong issued a statement after receiving many
complaints from policyholders who lost HK$475 million due to this scheme. It referenced Asia
One as the insurance broker of the HKIF Fund and pointed out potential fraud and inappropriate
actions by the HKIF Fund’s management:40
“Among the more than 1,000 different assets currently deployed through Evolution, the
Hong Kong Investment Fund SP (hereinafter referred to as "the fund") under the
Worldwide Opportunities Fund SPC is selected by about 200 clients. The fund is
managed by China Eastern Airlines International Finance (Cayman Islands) Co., Ltd.,
not AXA. The value of the fund has experienced significant declines in recent months.
Investors have recently been notified of their intention to forcibly redeem all
shareholder investments and liquidate the fund. Most of the Evolution insurance
policies that use this fund as the allocation reference fund are distributed by
independent insurance broker Asia One.
We are also concerned about the development of the incident and believe that fraud
may be involved. Therefore, we are taking appropriate actions to thoroughly investigate
the incident and try to recover the assets. We appointed external legal counsel and
proposed to the Grand Court of the Cayman Islands to appoint an independent joint
liquidator for the fund. The Great Court approved our petition on May 16. The liquidator
appointed by the court now has full control over the fund’s affairs and will have
extensive powers to investigate a series of events that led to the fall in the value of the
fund’s investment in order to determine whether the fund is under management Bad
and inappropriate behavior.”
The ensuing investigation by the Hong Kong Police resulted in the 24 arrests mentioned earlier,
including 11 individual insurance broker agents, with the possibility of additional arrests as the
investigation continues. We believe it is worth noting that the Hong Kong Police’s statement that
the arrests included “two directors of overseas investment fund management companies” implies
that the HKIF Fund’s other director, Kwok Kai Kai Clara, who currently owns 28.7% of
SGOC,41 has likely been arrested as well.42

https://www.axa.com.hk/zh/article/statement-may-2019
SGOC 2020 20-F, p. 66
42
http://www.singpao.com.hk/index.php?fi=news1&id=115891
40
41
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3. Various subsidiaries of SGOC seem to be non-operative shells or canceled,
with no real business:
The Corporate Structure Diagram in SGOC’s 2020 20-F appears to show the three branches of
the ListCo (SGOCO Group Ltd. (Cayman Islands). The ListCo has three direct wholly owned
subsidiaries, each of which has subsidiaries of their own. These three groups of subsidiaries
appear to serve different purposes for SGOC:43

a. Giant Connection Limited (Seychelles) and its subsidiaries appear to be the main
instruments used by the “fraud group” to transfer assets from the HKIF Fund to SGOC:44
(i) Giant Connection’s subsidiary Paris Sky Limited holds the HKIF Fund’s former key
asset, the First Asia Tower via its subsidiary Suns Tower Limited. Paris Sky also owns
Vision Lane Limited, whose subsidiary First Asia Finance reportedly controls Asia One,
the main broker who misled investors into choosing the HKIF Fund according to the
statement from AXA.45 Please refer to the previous section “HKIF Scheme Part III” for
additional details of the transactions between these SGOC subsidiaries and the HKIF
Fund.

SGOC 2020 20-F, p. 35: “Organizational Structure”
SGOC 2020 20-F, pp. 31-32 and p. F-32
45
https://www.axa.com.hk/zh/article/statement-may-2019
43
44
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(ii) Giant Credit Limited (Hong Kong) (“GCL”) was acquired by SGOC from Kimmy
Luk (arrested) for $2.35 Million worth of SGOC shares in December 2017, and appears
to be the entity SGOC uses to make loans to SGOC’s related parties. It also owns one
property in Hong Kong, according to SGOC’s 2020 20-F:46

See Section 3(c)(i) below for a list of disclosed loans GCL has made to related parties of
SGOC.47

46
47

SGOC 2020 20-F, p. F-32: “Acquisition of Giant Credit Limited”
Details in Section 3(c)(i) below, from SGOC’s 2020 20-F p. 56: “Related Party Transactions”
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b. SGOCO International (HK) Limited and its subsidiaries appear to be mostly dormant
entities left over from the original hardware business that emerged from SGOC’s RTO
listing back in 2011:
(i) Our research shows that Beijing SGOCO Image Technology Co., Ltd. 北京上为印象科
技有限公司 (“SGOC Beijing”) was “canceled of registration” as of September 2020.
SGOC Beijing was effectively “cancelled” directly by a Beijing government order for
“failure to start operation for six months or more without justification” or “operation
ceased for more than six months.” This is a “severe” administrative order, according to
Chinese database Qichacha, as well as our discussions with Chinese attorneys;

(ii) there was little information available on its U.S. Subsidiary “SGO Corporation” aside
from filings with the State of California which state that it sells computer monitors and
equipment from a residential address, according to Zillow:
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c. Giant Financial Services Limited (Samoa) – SGOC purchased Giant Financial Services
(“GFS”) from a related party48 for $64.34 million in January 2020.49 However, we were
unable to find this entity on the Samoan Ministry of Commerce, Industry and Labour
business search website. We tried every permutation of this name that we could think of,
and every one came back with “No search results found”:50

(i) SGOC’s disclosed loans and bank deposits to a related party, namely, Mr. Or, the
seller of GFS to SGOC are not “arms-length” in our view due to the lack of loan
collateral or interest on cash deposits:51

SGOC 2020 20-F, p. 56, p. 67: “Related Party Transactions”
SGOC 2020 20-F, p. F-12
50
https://www.businessregistries.gov.ws/samoa-brcompanies/viewInstance/view.html?id=3729e4694cee83de20eb808637ff90e2806898e9ada4de7376ca8edab8b5d8bf
&_timestamp=10099702838888783
51
SGOC 2020 20-F, p. 56, 67: “Related Party Transactions”
48
49
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SGOC loans detailed above to Mr. Or, and SGOC’s deposits to the bank 75% owned by Mr.
Or do not appear to us to have been made on arms-length terms. SGOC’s loans to Mr. Or
were in significant amounts (almost $15 million in total) but often required no collateral,
adverse to typical bank lending practices to individuals. SGOC’s deposits to Mr. Or’s 75%
owned bank do not appear to be arms-length either (almost $2 million in cash deposits but
accruing no interest income to SGOC)?
(ii) GFS’s sole subsidiary, APIGURU PTY LTD (Australia) was also very difficult to
find documentation for. We were only able to find a website which is full of boilerplate
language about the implementation of API for business systems, as well as a LinkedIn
page which describes the company as a sole proprietorship owned by Damian Thurnheer,
an entrepreneur from Switzerland. We were unable to find any mention of GFS or SGOC
on either page, which leaves us with many questions about this “acquisition.”
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Financial Disclaimer
Please be advised that WPR, LLC, Wolfpack Research (“WPR”) is a research and publishing firm, of
general and regular circulation, which falls within the publisher’s exemption to the definition of an
“investment advisor” under Section 202(a)(11)(A) – (E) of the Securities Act (15 U.S.C. 77d(a)(6) (the
“Securities Act”). WPR is not registered as an investment advisor under the Securities Act or under any
state laws. None of our trading or investing information, including the Content, WPR Email, Research
Reports and/or content or communication (collectively, “Information”) provides individualized trading or
investment advice and should not be construed as such. Accordingly, please do not attempt to contact
WPR, its members, partners, affiliates, employees, consultants and/or hedge funds managed by partners
of WPR (collectively, the “WPR Parties”) to request personalized investment advice, which they cannot
provide. The Information does not reflect the views or opinions of any other publication or newsletter.
We publish Information regarding certain stocks, options, futures, bonds, derivatives, commodities,
currencies and/or other securities (collectively, “Securities”) that we believe may interest our Users. The
Information is provided for information purposes only, and WPR is not engaged in rendering investment
advice or providing investment-related recommendations, nor does WPR solicit the purchase of or sale of,
or offer any, Securities featured by and/or through the WPR Offerings and nothing we do and no element
of the WPR Offerings should be construed as such. Without limiting the foregoing, the Information is not
intended to be construed as a recommendation to buy, hold or sell any specific Securities, or otherwise
invest in any specific Securities. Trading in Securities involves risk and volatility. Past results are not
necessarily indicative of future performance.
The Information represents an expression of our opinions, which we have based upon generally available
information, field research, inferences and deductions through our due diligence and analytical processes.
Due to the fact that opinions and market conditions change over time, opinions made available by and
through the WPR Offerings may differ from time-to-time, and varying opinions may also be included in
the WPR Offerings simultaneously. To the best of our ability and belief, all Information is accurate and
reliable, and has been obtained from public sources that we believe to be accurate and reliable, and who
are not insiders or connected persons of the applicable Securities covered or who may otherwise owe any
fiduciary duty or duty of confidentiality to the issuer. However, such Information is presented on an “as
is,” “as available” basis, without warranty of any kind, whether express or implied. WPR makes no
representation, express or implied, as to the accuracy, timeliness or completeness of any such Information
or with regard to the results to be obtained from its use. All expressions of opinion are subject to change
without notice, and WPR does not undertake to update or supplement any of the Information.
The Information may include, or may be based upon, “Forward-Looking” statements as defined in the
Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Forward-Looking statements may convey our expectations or
forecasts of future events, and you can identify such statements: (a) because they do not strictly relate to
historical or current facts; (b) because they use such words such as “anticipate,” “estimate,” “expect(s),”
“project,” “intend,” “plan,” “believe,” “may,” “will,” “should,” “anticipates” or the negative thereof or
other similar terms; or (c) because of language used in discussions, broadcasts or trade ideas that involve
risks and uncertainties, in connection with a description of potential earnings or financial performance.
There exists a variety of risks/uncertainties that may cause actual results to differ from the ForwardLooking statements. We do not assume any obligation to update any Forward-Looking statements
whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, and such statements are current only as
of the date they are made.
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You acknowledge and agree that use of WPR Information is at your own risk. In no event will WPR or
any affiliated party be liable for any direct or indirect trading losses caused by any Information featured
by and through the WPR Offerings. You agree to do your own research and due diligence before making
any investment decision with respect to Securities featured by and through the WPR Offerings. You
represent to WPR that you have sufficient investment sophistication to critically assess the Information. If
you choose to engage in trading or investing that you do not fully understand, we may not advise you
regarding the applicable trade or investment. We also may not directly discuss personal trading or
investing ideas with you. The Information made available by and through the WPR Offerings is not a
substitute for professional financial advice. You should always check with your professional financial,
legal and tax advisors to be sure that any Securities, investments, advice, products and/or services
featured by and through the WPR Offerings, as well as any associated risks, are appropriate for you.
You further agree that you will not distribute, share or otherwise communicate any Information to any
third-party unless that party has agreed to be bound by the terms and conditions set forth in the
Agreement including, without limitation, all disclaimers associated therewith. If you obtain Information
as an agent for any third-party, you agree that you are binding that third-party to the terms and conditions
set forth in the Agreement.
Unless otherwise noted and/or explicitly disclosed, you should assume that as of the publication date of
the applicable Information, WPR (along with or by and through any WPR Party(ies)), together with its
clients and/or investors, has an investment position in all Securities featured by and through the WPR
Offerings, and therefore stands to realize significant gains in the event that the price of such Securities
change in connection with the Information. We intend to continue transacting in the Securities featured
by and through the WPR Offerings for an indefinite period, and we may be long, short or neutral at any
time, regardless of any related Information that is published from time-to-time.
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